Physiological Responses of Wheelchair Basketball Athletes to a Combined Aerobic and Anaerobic Training Program
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Abstract. Among the multifarious adapted sports, wheelchair basketball stands out as a highly recommended group activity among individuals with paraplegia, including those with Spinal Cord Injury (SCI). Athletes facing this particular impairment exhibit distinct alterations in their metabolic, cardiorespiratory, neuromuscular, and thermoregulatory systems, ultimately leading to a diminished physiological respiratory capacity in comparison to able-bodied individuals or those with other forms of impairments. The primary objective of the present research endeavor is therefore to explore the impact of a comprehensive exercise regime, encompassing both aerobic and anaerobic components, upon the enhancement of the aerobic capacity of wheelchair basketball athletes. A total of 32 wheelchair basketball players, ranging in age from 34 to 42, were enlisted in the study, with half allocated to an experimental group engaging in combined aerobic and anaerobic training [EG, n = 16], while the remaining participants were assigned to a control group undertaking solely aerobic exercise training [CG, n = 16]. The 12-minute wheelchair propulsion distance was utilized to evaluate the VO2peak in individuals with paraplegia, both before and after the intervention. The findings revealed a significant Time x Group interaction for the 12-minute wheelchair propulsion distance variable, highlighting a notable enhancement in the treatment group (p < 0.001). In contrast, no substantial changes were detected in the control group. Thus, the outcomes suggest that the integration of aerobic and anaerobic exercise yields a highly positive impact on the aerobic performance of wheelchair basketball players.
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Resumen. Entre los diversos deportes adaptados, el baloncesto en silla de ruedas se destaca como una actividad grupal muy favorecida entre las personas con paraplejia, incluidas las personas con lesión medular (LME). Los atletas que se enfrentan a esta discapacidad en particular exhiben alteraciones distintivas en sus sistemas metabólico, cardiorespiratorio, neuromuscular y termorregulador, lo que en última instancia conduce a una disminución de la capacidad fisiológica respiratoria en comparación con las personas sanas o aquellas con diferentes formas de discapacidades. En consecuencia, el objetivo principal del presente esfuerzo de investigación es explorar el impacto de un régimen de ejercicio integral que abarque componentes aeróbicos y anaeróbicos en la mejora de la capacidad aeróbica de los atletas de baloncesto en silla de ruedas. Un total de 32 jugadores de baloncesto en silla de ruedas, con edades comprendidas entre los 34 y los 42 años, se inscribieron en el estudio, y la mitad se asignó a un grupo experimental que realizaba un entrenamiento aeróbico y anaeróbico combinado [GE, n = 16], mientras que los participantes restantes fueron asignados a un grupo de control que realizaba únicamente entrenamiento con ejercicios aeróbicos [GC, n = 16]. La distancia de propulsión de la silla de ruedas de 12 minutos se utilizó para evaluar el VO2max en individuos con paraplejia, tanto antes como después de la intervención. Los resultados revelaron una interacción significativa Tiempo x Grupo para la variable distancia de propulsión en silla de ruedas de 12 minutos, destacando una mejora notable en el grupo de tratamiento (p < 0.001). Por el contrario, no se detectaron cambios sustanciales en el grupo control. Por lo tanto, los resultados sugieren que la integración de ejercicios aeróbicos y anaeróbicos produce un impacto positivo considerable en el rendimiento aeróbico de los jugadores de baloncesto en silla de ruedas.
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Introduction

The adverse implications of spinal cord injuries (SCI) often result in limitations in performing daily tasks and restricted mobility and community engagement (Bofosa, Miangindula, & Nkiam, 2019; Cataldi et al., 2019; Farì et al., 2023). A decreased level of cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF), defined as peak oxygen uptake (VO2 peak) or peak power output (PPO), is a well-documented outcome of SCI and a significant risk factor linked to chronic illnesses. In clinical settings, CRF is generally characterized by an individual's peak oxygen uptake (VO2 peak) or peak power output (PPO), both assessed through graded cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET) until voluntary exhaustion, reflecting the coordinated operation of various body systems (respiratory, cardiovascular, and skeletal) in oxygen uptake, transport, and utilization for metabolic activities (De Lira et al., 2010). Several prospective studies have highlighted the crucial role of CRF, sometimes surpassing traditional cardiovascular disease risk factors (e.g., obesity, hypertension, and smoking), in mortality risk (Latino et al., 2021; Pereira et al., 2016).

Engaging in adapted sports, however, can enhance the functionality of individuals with SCI, complementing the rehabilitation process for wheelchair users (Latino, & Tafuri, 2023a; Latino, Tafuri, Saraello, & Tafuri, 2023). Wheelchair basketball stands out as a popular team sport among paraplegics, including those with SCI. Among
adapted sports, basketball stands out for its high-speed requirements for wheelchair athletes, involving rapid changes in direction, agility, and substantial upper body strength, particularly in the muscles utilized for wheelchair propulsion. Athletes with SCI exhibit distinct alterations in metabolic, cardiorespiratory, neuromuscular, and thermoregulatory systems, leading to reduced physiological capacity compared to able-bodied individuals or those with different impairments (Iturricastillo, Yanci, Los Arcos, & Granados, 2016).

Enhancing aerobic fitness among athletes facing physical disabilities such as spinal cord injuries is presently a crucial element of physical training due to the anticipated correlations between fitness levels and overall health (Latino, Saraelli, Tafuri, 2023; Morsanuto, Peluso Cassese, Tafuri, & Tafuri, 2023). The aerobic fitness levels of young individuals with spinal cord injuries are notably lower in comparison to their peers with typical development, as well as in contrast to youths with other chronic conditions. Within the cohort of wheelchair users affected by spinal cord injuries, approximately 69% of the maximal tolerated power during wheelchair propulsion is determined by aerobic capacity (Conners, Elliott, Kyle, Solomon, & Whitehead, 2020). This underscores the significance of peak oxygen uptake as a key parameter of physical fitness. Notably, studies revealing a significant enhancement in peak oxygen uptake have consistently shown improvements in endurance capacity. A similar trend is observed in mechanical efficiency, where notable enhancements are also linked to improved endurance capacity. Given that manual wheelchair users predominantly rely on hand rim wheelchair propulsion for mobility, exercise regimens should target the enhancement of their physical fitness levels to optimize the impact on sport performance (Iturricastillo, Yanci, & Granados, 2018). The ability for hand rim wheelchair propulsion is denoted as wheelchair propulsion capacity, which is further categorized into endurance and sprint capacities, crucial for wheelchair basketball activities. Achieving an optimal wheelchair propulsion capacity necessitates the development of cardio-respiratory fitness (aerobic capacity), anaerobic capacity, and muscular fitness. Moreover, these physiological parameters must be effectively translated into functional wheelchair propulsion. Apart from physical fitness, mechanical efficiency plays a vital role in wheelchair propulsion capacity, with power output during hand rim wheelchair propulsion being a pivotal outcome measure closely associated with wheelchair propulsion capacity (Latino, & Tafuri, 2024a). Other comprehensive outcome measures for evaluating wheelchair propulsion capacity include the outcomes of wheelchair propulsion tests conducted in practical field settings (Croft, Dybrus, Lenton, & Goosey-Tolfrey, 2010).

Research findings have suggested that the combination of aerobic and anaerobic training could potentially lead to a greater enhancement in aerobic performance compared to engaging in aerobic training alone (Gillen, Wyatt, Winches-ter, Smith, & Ghetia, 2016). The simultaneous implementation of aerobic and strength training is a crucial component of physical training designed to enhance both athletic performance and overall health. The recommendation to incorporate both aerobic and strength training into workout routines is significant due to the distinct adaptations and health advantages that each activity can offer (Vanlandewijck, Daly, & Theisen, 1999). To illustrate, aerobic training facilitates an increase in aerobic capacity (e.g., central adaptations) and metabolic alterations in skeletal muscle, such as heightened mitochondrial density and capillarization. Conversely, consistent strength training leads to muscle hypertrophy, enhanced strength, and power, while also potentially contributing to the improvement of bone mineral density. Furthermore, recent emphasis has been placed on the significance of both muscle mass and muscle function as key indicators of physical well-being and autonomy in daily activities (Soylu, Yıldırım, Akalan, Akınoglu, & Kocahan, 2021).

During the recent decades, the insights acquired through research in the realm of exercise physiology have significantly contributed to the enhancement of training methodologies for able-bodied athletes (La Torre et al., 2023). A robust research repository exists, delineating the correlation between athletic performance and the fundamental constituents of physical fitness, including anaerobic power and capacity, aerobic power, muscular strength and endurance, body composition, and flexibility. Consequently, numerous advancements and enhancements in the evaluation, conditioning, and supervision of athletes have ensued (Muller et al., 2000). Nonetheless, a parallel scenario is not observed in the sphere of disability sports. A study (Liow, & Hopkins, 1996) concerning the training regimes of elite athletes with disabilities (comprising 41 wheelchair racers, 20 swimmers, and 14 throwers) revealed that one-third of wheelchair racers did not benefit from any coaching. This deficiency may be attributed to insufficient knowledge regarding training principles in wheelchair sports and the scarcity of proficient personnel in this domain. To optimize training methodologies, prevent detrimental training practices, and mitigate the risks of over-training, the cultivation of scientific expertise in the realm of disability sports is imperative (Gavel, Macrae, Goosey-Tolfrey, & Logan-Sprenger, 2023).

Although extensive descriptive information exists regarding the physiological characteristics of wheelchair athletes, particularly in the realms of road racing and basketball, there is a scarcity of research pinpointing the optimal type of exercise for enhancing aerobic capacity in wheelchair basketball players. Existing evidence indicates that certain physiological parameters mentioned earlier have the potential to forecast performance outcomes in sprinting and long-distance events. Valenti et al. (2007) conducted a comprehensive analysis of studies focusing on the impact of upper-body workouts, noting the inability to draw definitive conclusions due to the generally substandard quality of research. Zwinkels et al. (2014) delved into the exploration...
of diverse exercise training regimens to gauge their efficacy in enhancing wheelchair propulsion capabilities. Their findings revealed a modest yet notable enhancement in aerobic performance following a regimen of mixed training exercises. Consequently, the current body of knowledge lacks substantial data on the potential correlation between advancements in aerobic responses through the integration of physical activities (Moreno, Saldarriaga, Castro, & Valencia, 2024).

The focus of the present study will therefore be on analyzing the role of a combined aerobic and anaerobic exercise training in improving the aerobic performance of wheelchair basketball athletes.

**Materials and Methods**

**Study design**

The research regarded a randomized controlled study to analyze the role of a combined aerobic and anaerobic exercise program on aerobic capacity among wheelchair basketball players. The intervention program involved a 12-week schedule of combined aerobic and anaerobic training for the intervention group, and an aerobic training program for the control group.

**Participants**

A total of 32 individuals in middle adulthood (mean age = 40.12 ± 3.04 years) were randomly allocated in a 1:1 ratio. They were assigned to either the experimental group, which engaged in combined aerobic and anaerobic training [EG, n = 16], or the control group, which underwent aerobic exercise training [CG, n = 16].

The flowchart of the study can be observed in Figure 1. Inclusion criteria encompassed: (i) being between 35 and 45 years old at enrollment; (ii) absence of cardiovascular, neuromuscular, orthopedic, or neurologic conditions; (iv) capability to adhere to measurement instructions; (v) being a paraplegic wheelchair basketball player with spinal cord injury (SCI) disabilities. Exclusion criteria included: (i) presence of artificial prostheses; (ii) manifestation of symptoms warranting exclusion as determined by a medical professional; (iii) interference of any (medical) event with testing outcomes leading to participant exclusion. Upon meeting the inclusion criteria, participants provided consent in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration and its subsequent revisions.

Athletes were recruited from the Italian Wheelchair Basketball Federation. Engagement in the study was voluntary, and all wheelchair basketball players with SCI disabilities were encouraged to partake. Out of the 46 individuals recruited, 11 were eliminated—6 due to incomplete tests, 3 due to missing all assessments, and 2 for not meeting inclusion criteria. Consequently, the final sample comprised 32 athletes, with 21 males and 11 females.

Participants received an email providing guidance prior to their involvement in the study. Subsequently, a second electronic correspondence was dispatched to instruct them to attend a briefing session during which the objectives of the trial were emphasized, and written consent for research participation was obtained. Following the satisfaction of inclusion criteria, participants were required to complete consent forms before commencing the study. These forms delineated the study’s aims, selection criteria, procedures, potential benefits and risks, available alternatives, confidentiality measures, withdrawal process, and a disclaimer regarding injuries.

By utilizing G*Power (version 3.1.9.6), a priori power analysis was conducted, revealing that a sample size of 24 would yield sufficient statistical power (α=0.05, β=0.80) for detecting a moderate effect size (f= 0.25 or 0.4) with a correlation coefficient of p=0.80, a 95% power level, and α=0.05, employing a within-between mixed design. To mitigate experimental attrition resulting from participant dropout, 32 individuals were recruited.

The confidentiality of all participants was safeguarded by the investigators. The study took place between January 2024 and March 2024, adhering to the principles of the Helsinki Declaration and its subsequent revisions.

**Procedures**

All measurements were conducted during two sessions. The testing sessions occurred with a 72-hour gap between the commencement of the program and the baseline evaluation. Within the initial session, respondents completed a survey in which they disclosed demographic information such as age, gender, medical background, smoking routines, and other attributes. Subsequently, athletes engaged in the 12-minute wheelchair propulsion distance test (modeled after the Cooper 12-minute run-walk) to analyze aerobic capacity both at baseline and post-intervention.

The students underwent individual assessments and performed each examination in a consistent sequence, at the same time of day, and under comparable experimental conditions. All assessments and physical activity regimens were

---

Figure 1. Study flow diagram.
delineated, monitored, and executed by two proficient fitness instructors.

**Measures**

A standard protocol was followed and standardized instruments were used to carry out the anthropometric evaluations (Weiner, & Lourie, J.A., 1981). Height and weight measurements were performed in a room where the participants’ privacy was ensured. The subjects were asked to leave any personal belongings (wallet, watch, coat, etc.). The measurements were getting out three times each and the verification were performed always by the same experienced researcher, in order to avoid incurring errors. Participants were weighed using a chair medical scale with a precision of 0.1 kg (Detecto 6868-C-AC-W - Bariatric Flip Seat Scale). A digital stadiometer was used to measure height to the nearest 0.1 cm (Charder’s HM200D, Charder Electronic Co., Taiwan) (Okosun, Bhatt, Boltri, & Ndirangu, 2008). The height and weight measurements were used to calculate Body Mass Index (BMI) (kg/m²). BMI evaluation was performed before and after the intervention programs (Rothman, 2008).

To evaluate the percentage of Fat Mass (FM) as a sensitive indicator for changes in body composition of athlete subjects was used anthropometric field methods, such as Jackson and Pollock (1978) equation, and Jackson, Pollock, and Ward (1980) equation. Jackson-Pollock: Body Fat % = (1.61 x BMI) + (0.13 x Age) - (12.1 x Gender) - 13.9.

They are classical equations that are considered still valid to estimate total body fat mass or body fat percentage in adult population. They can provide a simple, quick, and easy informative indicators of adiposity in adults (Marin-Jimenez et al., 2022).

The 12-minute wheelchair propulsion distance, which was developed based on the Cooper 12-minute run-walk test (Franklin et al., 1990), was employed for assessing the aerobic capacity before and after the intervention. This test, known for its strong validation and reliability, has been found to have a significant association with VO₂peak among individuals with paraplegia (Franklin et al., 1990). Conversely, the test does not show a similar relationship with individuals with quadriplegia (Franklin et al., 1990). Previous research studies have indicated that the correlation coefficient becomes more robust when VO₂peak is normalized to body weight (0.84 compared to 0.54). This finding implies that body mass is a crucial factor influencing wheelchair propulsion distance. Therefore, the researchers deemed this test most suitable for addressing the specific requirements of the study.

**Training program**

Following the initial assessment at baseline (T₀), individuals engaged in a 12-week exercise regimen utilizing simulated resisted propulsion as a means of integrated aerobic/anaerobic training. A thorough orientation session was conducted for all participants, encompassing guidance on the simulated-resisted propulsion exercise regime, warm-up procedures, muscle endurance and aerobic exercise engagement, practical application of all facets of the exercise protocol, and cooldown activities. To ensure participant safety, detailed instructions were provided regarding the key clinical indicators and symptoms necessitating attention. The exercise routine comprised upper-limb stretching, succeeded by 8-12 repetitions of maximally resisted simulated propulsion, and culminated with a 20-minute aerobic exercise session.

The approach to aerobic exercise involved affixing a sequence of therapeutic elastic bands to a stationary structure. These bands were arranged to allow the individual to remain seated in their wheelchair, with the wheels immobilized, and imitate the propulsion movement as the bands were continually stretched and relaxed. Handles were affixed to the elastic bands to offer a gripping mechanism. Researchers were able to adjust the intensity of the muscle endurance segment by opting for various elastic bands with differing stretch resistances ranging from low to medium to high (Theraband), thereby inducing fatigue within 8 to 12 repetitions. Furthermore, the resistance level for the aerobic exercise component was determined by selecting elastic bands of varying resistances (low, medium, high) to achieve the desired intensity when the band was repetitively stretched and relaxed at a pace of 1 cycle per second. In both muscle endurance and aerobic training, resistance was applied across the complete range of motion utilized during manual wheelchair propulsion.

The resistance of the elastic bands for aerobic conditioning was augmented to sustain the target heart rate at a stretching rate of 1 cycle per second. Adherence to the program was monitored through meticulous examination of the daily exercise logs.

**Statistical Analysis**

The statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS version 25.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). Data were presented in the form of group mean (M) values and standard deviations (SD). Validation for normality assumptions was performed via the Shapiro-Wilk test, and homogeneity of variances was assessed using the Levene test. An independent sample t-test was employed to assess group differences at baseline. To investigate the impact of the exercise program on dependent variables, a two-way ANOVA (group (experimental/control) × time (pre/ post-intervention)) with repeated measures on the time dimension was utilized. In cases where ‘Group x Time’ interactions were significant, paired t-tests were conducted to identify significant differences. The magnitude of the significant ‘Time x Group’ interaction was analyzed using the partial eta squared (η²p) value, with interpretations of small (η²p < 0.06), medium (0.06 ≤ η²p < 0.14), and large (η²p ≥ 0.14). Additionally, Cohen’s d was employed to determine effect sizes for pairwise comparisons, with classifications of small (0.20 ≤ d < 0.50), moderate (0.50 ≤ d < 0.79), and large (d ≥ 0.80) (Cohen, 1992). Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05.
Results

All participants were administered the treatment conditions as assigned, and there were no reported injuries throughout the duration of the trial. The subjects engaged in the research exhibited no variations in age, sex, or anthropometric attributes. \((p > 0.05)\) (Tabel 1). Data results for all dependent measures are show in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>EG (n = 16) Mean ± SD</th>
<th>CG (n = 16) Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>37.56 ± 6.21</td>
<td>42.68 ± 7.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>165.37 ± 2.71</td>
<td>166.37 ± 4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>70.06 ± 1.38</td>
<td>60.05 ± 1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>22.01 ± 0.27</td>
<td>21.91 ± 1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>27.16 (5.06)**</td>
<td>23.10 (1.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>18.03 (5.07)**</td>
<td>16.13 (5.96)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: values are presented as mean (± SD); Δ post-test - post-training changes; †Significant 'Group x Time' interaction: significant effect of the intervention \((p < 0.001)\).

12 minutes wheelchair propulsion distance test

A two-factor repeated measures ANOVA found a significant 'Time x Group' interaction for the 12 minutes wheelchair propulsion distance test \((F_{1,10} = 22.85, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.83, \text{large effect size})\). The post-hoc analysis revealed a significant improvement in the score for this variable \((t = 4.53, p < 0.001, d = 1.13, \text{large effect size})\) in the intervention group. No significant changes were found for the control group \((p > 0.05)\). In this study Cronbach’s alpha reliability for the 12 minutes wheelchair propulsion distance test was α=0.69.

Body Mass Index (BMI)

A two-factor repeated measures ANOVA found a significant 'Time x Group' interaction for the BMI \((F_{1,10} = 74.28, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.71, \text{large effect size})\). The post-hoc analysis revealed a significant improvement in the score for this variable \((t = -17.25, p < 0.001, d = -4.31, \text{large effect size})\) in the intervention group. No significant changes were found for the control group \((p > 0.05)\).

Fat Mass (FM)

A two-factor repeated measures ANOVA found a significant 'Time x Group' interaction for the FM \((F_{1,10} = 15.35, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.79, \text{large effect size})\). The post-hoc analysis revealed a significant improvement in the score for this variable \((t = -7.72, p < 0.001, d = -1.36, \text{large effect size})\) in the intervention group. No significant changes were found for the control group \((p > 0.05)\).

Discussion

The aim of this investigation was to assess whether the respiratory physiological responses of wheelchair basketball athletes are linked to a combined aerobic/anaerobic exercise regimen. The findings suggest that implementing a blend of aerobic and anaerobic exercise can significantly enhance the long-term aerobic performance of wheelchair basketball players utilizing a manual wheelchair.

These outcomes are consistent with prior studies that suggest that the combination of aerobic and anaerobic training (known as concurrent training) may lead to greater improvements in aerobic performance compared to solely engaging in aerobic training. Several investigations exploring the impact of both aerobic and anaerobic workouts on dynamic respiratory parameters have concluded that each type of exercise positively influences various respiratory variables (FVC, FEV1, and PEF) (Cho, Choi, & Seo, 2024; de Jesus, Nascimento, & de Jesus, 2024; Gamonales, Ibáñez, Muñoz-Jiménez, Espada, & Hernández-Beltrán, 2024; Rocca et al., 2016). Aerobic exercise primarily concentrates on bolstering cardiovascular fitness, increasing lung capacity, and optimizing oxygen consumption. Throughout aerobic exercises, individuals partake in continuous rhythmic movements that necessitate steady and controlled breathing, consequently promoting greater lung expansion and strengthening respiratory muscles over time, ultimately benefiting PEF (Gottlieb, Levi, Shalom, Gonzalez, & Meckel, 2024). Conversely, resistance exercises such as weightlifting, or resistance band training are primarily focused on enhancing muscle strength and endurance. Although resistance exercises may not have as direct an impact on PEF as aerobic exercises, they play a crucial role in overall pulmonary function. Strengthening the respiratory muscles can enhance respiratory function and coordination, indirectly contributing to an improved PEF (Rietveld, Veger, der Woude, & de Groot, 2024). The physiological response to exercise in individuals with disabilities exhibits...
distinct characteristics in comparison to able-bodied individuals (Mazzeo et al., 2016; Muscogiuri et al., 2016; Latino, & Tafuri, 2024b). Wheelchair athletes demonstrate unique physiological responses during upper limb exercise due to vascular insufficiency in the lower limbs and adrenergic dysfunction. Factors such as cardiorespiratory fitness, anaerobic fitness, and upper limb coordination significantly influence the performance of wheelchair athletes. A correlation has been observed where a more severe sequel leads to a tendency for a more limited VO₂ peak (Fari et al., 2024; Guerra et al., 2014). Autonomic nervous system dysfunction in athletes with high thoracic-level spinal cord injuries, as indicated by Booth and Grogono (1998), hampers the cardiovascular system’s capacity to respond to the demands of exercise, primarily due to the loss of reflex redistribution of blood to working muscles and reduced sympathetic control of heart rate and myocardial contractility. Consequently, exercising muscles rely more on anaerobic metabolism to fulfill energy requirements. Therefore, active wheelchair athletes often seek to compensate for muscle loss in lower limbs by developing hypertrophy in their arms and shoulders (Shepherd, 1988).

Gass and Camp (1979) reported that elite Australian paraplegic athletes with low-level spinal cord lesions exhibited cardiorespiratory fitness levels comparable to sedentary able-bodied individuals of similar age. Conversely, individuals using wheelchairs often display low fitness levels, particularly in terms of maximum oxygen intake, often due to limitations in physical activity resulting from inadequate opportunities or awareness. Individuals with lower-limb disabilities may face physiological impediments like a reduced maximum heart rate and diminished stroke volume in cases of high-level lesions. A contributing factor to the latter issue is the loss of vasomotor regulation below the level of the lesion, leading to restricted venous return, reduced central blood volume, and consequently, impaired cardiac performance. Furthermore, lower-limb disabled individuals commonly exhibit a notably large arteriovenous oxygen difference at submaximum work rates, reflecting inadequate regional blood flow to active muscles, an excessive amount of active muscle relative to available blood flow, or a combination of both factors (Wang, 2024).

Although the act of wheelchair ambulation may not elicit a cardiorespiratory training response, it can subject a disabled individual to significant physical strain. In individuals new to this activity, the energy expenditure, measured in oxygen consumption, during wheelchair propulsion is comparable to that of walking at a similar pace (Silveira, de Groot, & Cowan, 2024). Nonetheless, the muscle mass utilized in walking is substantially larger than what is engaged in propelling a wheelchair. Even with the potential hypertrophy of arm muscles in certain paraplegic patients, the energy expenditure associated with wheelchair propulsion is mainly sustained by a relatively limited muscle mass. Moreover, a significant portion of the energy demand is placed on muscles that are not well-suited for prolonged exertion (Ammann, Knuchel, Hertig-Godeschalk, & Perret, 2024).

The typical daily routine offers minimal stimuli for muscle hypertrophy in lower-limb disabled individuals who possess reasonable mobility; those with a sedentary lifestyle engage few muscles except when transferring from a wheelchair to a stationary seat or bed. Hjeltnes (1997) and Vokac et al. (1995) highlighted that, apart from occasional bursts of high energy output, wheelchair users seldom reach the heart rate threshold necessary for stimulating aerobic fitness. This observation appears to support previous findings indicating that routine activities are insufficient to preserve the cardiorespiratory health of rehabilitated paraplegic patients. Skilled individuals can propel wheelchairs with lower oxygen expenditure compared to beginners, and over time, they consume less energy than what is needed for walking due to reduced vertical body movement in a wheelchair. Nevertheless, since smaller muscles bear the load, the heart rate tends to be higher in wheelchair users than in individuals walking (Hertig-Godeschalk, & Perret, 2024; Aidar et al., 2022; Silva et al., 2022).

Paraplegic athletes may exhibit a higher heart rate compared to able-bodied individuals engaging in similar exercise while using a wheelchair. Conversely, disabled individuals experiencing a handicap in arm and shoulder muscles do not demonstrate an increase in oxygen consumption for a given task. This suggests that the elevated heart rate observed in paraplegic individuals might be attributed not to the absence of stabilizing muscles but rather to localized muscle fatigue, potentially stemming from an inadequate overall fitness level. Evidently, enhancing muscle strength could greatly benefit such individuals. Knutsson and colleagues highlighted the challenges that may arise from the lack of regular physical activity among paraplegic patients, emphasizing that many struggled to endure efforts, making it challenging for them to commence the extended and repetitive training sessions essential for effective rehabilitation (Antonelli, Hartz, da Silva Santos, & Moreno, 2020).

Numerous studies have indicated the significant role of local muscular strength in the physical performance of wheelchair users. In a study by Wicks and colleagues (1977), five able-bodied men and two paraplegic men were compared, revealing a similar relationship between oxygen consumption and power output during arm-cranking exercises across all participants. Additionally, research has explored how individuals maneuver a wheelchair on various surfaces, including hard low-resistance surfaces and high-resistance surfaces like carpet and gravel. It was found that disabled men exhibited a lower “strike” frequency, which refers to the rate at which the wheel’s rim is gripped, compared to able-bodied men when propelling the chair against the same submaximum resistance (Iturricastillo et al., 2018; Fari et al., 2021).

Evidently, the able-bodied subjects could execute a comparable amount of work with fewer interruptions by mastering the skill of exerting force with increased torque during the striking phase. The acquisition of such a technique could significantly impact an individual’s mechanical efficiency in both wheelchair propulsion and wheelchair ergometry ex-
exercises (Latino & Tafuri, 2023a,b). It is posited that the effectiveness of wheelchair operation might also be influenced by trunk stability. Some individuals can effectively harness trunk momentum to drive their wheelchair, especially in competitive scenarios or when undergoing maximal-effort assessments. Nevertheless, a comprehensive evaluation of these factors’ practical significance would entail testing a substantial number of individuals with lower-limb disabilities (Iturricastillo, Yanci, Granados, & Goosey-Tolfrey, 2016).

The current investigation provides evidence supporting a positive association between concurrent resistance and strength training and respiratory physiological performance in wheelchair basketball athletes; nonetheless, certain limitations in the study necessitate further scrutiny. Primarily, the study’s small sample size of 32 participants was due to challenges in participant recruitment. Moreover, the inability to regulate participants’ dietary and sleep habits constitutes a notable constraint. Furthermore, the unequal gender distribution among participants in the research teams could impede the study’s generalizability. The study also overlooked examining socio-emotional factors related to physical activity, indicating another area of constraint. Therefore, future studies should explore similar variables across a broader and more varied sample. Despite these limitations, the outcomes obtained could provide valuable insights for future research initiatives. Consequently, the study’s efficacy was enhanced by a methodical approach that yielded immediately applicable positive outcomes for everyday training routines.

Conclusions

Aerobic exercise and strength training play pivotal roles in enhancing physiological responses. Particularly, the combined aerobic anaerobic exercise regimen proposed in this investigation led to noteworthy enhancements in the cardiorespiratory capacity of the subjects. These results underscore the significance of carefully considering the concurrent training to maximize physiological outcomes. The research illustrates that implementing a concurrent training regime is a viable choice for grown-ups, enhancing their physical well-being and involvement. These outcomes carry practical implications for both individuals and elite athletes, indicating the importance of adaptability in crafting workout schedules tailored to personal preferences, time limitations, or specific training goals. Therefore, an exercise regimen incorporating resistance and strength training appears to be the optimal approach for enhancing physiological performance in wheelchair basketball players.
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